UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE FRAUD IS A CRIME

DID YOU KNOW?

If you knowingly collect benefits by intentionally providing false or inaccurate information when you filed your claim, you are committing FRAUD.

Examples include:

• An individual returns to work but continues to collect UI benefits.
• An individual works a part-time job but does not report his or her earnings to the state, thereby collecting more benefits than he or she is allowed.
• An individual performs temporary work while collecting UI benefits, but does not report the earnings when filing his or her weekly claim.
• An individual holds back information or gives false information to the state UI agency.

UI Fraud is punishable by law!

PENALTIES Can Include:

• Criminal prosecution
• Penalties and fines
• Forfeiting future income tax refunds
• Ineligibility to collect UI benefits in the future

Don't make your unemployment problem worse. If you think you may have committed UI Fraud, let us help you address the issue.

1.877.FRAUD.60
1.877.372.8360

Call us today or visit does.dc.gov to read more about UI Fraud.